
Mark Siebald
Software Developer

(916) 525 5553 siebald.mark93@gmail.com LinkedIn/marksiebald GitHub/SiebaldMark93

Motivated Full-stack Web Developer and Marine Corps Veteran.  Passionate to learn, grow and utilize my problem-solving
abilities.  I am ready to leverage my technical knowledge for front-end and back-end programming to contribute to new and
innovative projects in an immersive and collaborative team environment.

Technical Skills

HTML - CSS - Bootstrap - JavaScript - jQuery - Java SE - Java EE (Servlets, JSP) - Spring - MySQL - Thymeleaf -
Object-Oriented Programming - Test-Driven Development - Version Control with Git - Paired Programming

Development Projects
Budget Pros
It is an app with the focus of helping people learn to be more aware of their money, how to spend it and where to allocate
it. It is a simple app that aims to be as easy as it is intuitive. On the main page they will have the luxury of seeing their
account balance, budget status, expenses, spendings, and goals all in one-easy-to-read interface. This was a full-stack
leveraged application that utilized Java, Spring Boot, JavaScript/HTML/CSS, and MySQL collectively.
GladLister
A trio-led project creating an application where users can view, add, and create posts. It is an application geared as a
space for users to indulge in information geared to their liking. They are able to create their own profiles with the ability to
add their own posts of their liking. This was all made possible with the integration of Java, MySql, OOP, Servlets and JSP.
Coffee Project
My partner and I created an intuitive, user-friendly application that allowed customers the ability and freedom to choose
the coffee of their desire. This application allows users to specify their coffee by name, roast and type through the
convenient search functionality that automatically filters their inputs. This was all possible through the utilization of
JavaScript/CSS/HTML to manipulate the DOM (Document Object Model).

Military Experience

Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base - Fort Worth, TX
IMRL Asset Manager / March 2018 - March 2022

● Managed readiness across multiple property, vehicle, and equipment lines valued over $12M, while meeting the
expectations of senior leadership

● Provided daily leadership, instruction, and supervision to 20+ personnel
● Addressed readiness gaps for high-dollar mission requirements, including new and replacement equipment

needed, so that timely and accurate allocation requests were submitted and delivered
● Secured funding and established priority for newly assigned assets while reconciling and canceling funding for

assets no longer required
● Ensured funding requirements were fulfilled in a timely manner and addressed any issues with the Defense

Logistics Agency for expired or delayed contracts
● Conducted monthly screenings of account deficits and gain/loss reports so that mid-year budget requests were

accurate and sufficient for funding distributions
● Worked with various aircraft agencies to establish accurate needs analysis so that proper funding requests were

documented, submitted, and approved.

Education
Codeup
Certification of Completion
April 2022 - September 2022
A fully-immersive, project-based, and intensive 20-week Full-Stack Java Career Accelerator that provides students with
670 hours of expert instruction in software development.
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